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Dr. Mishra was one of Samvedna's founding members, our mentor, and one of the
strongest pillars of our strength. Our work with the Bedia community will always
remain guided by his ideals.
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Introduction
Samvedna works to combat caste-based commercial sexual exploitation and human
sex trafficking specifically in the Bedia community by working with both State and
non-state actors in rural Madhya Pradesh. The organization has a two-pronged
approach – working with the survivors for their rehabilitation and reintegration, and
prioritizing prevention for the vulnerable members of the community through
advocacy and direct intervention. Presently, Samvedna works in 20 villages across 5
districts – Bhopal, Guna, Raisen, Rajgarh, and Vidisha – in Madhya Pradesh with over
500 Bedia families and 1200 Bedia children.
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Chairperson's Message
Dear friends,
Each year I take immense joy in writing this message. It gives me an opportunity to
look back at the year gone by and reflect upon Samvedna’s journey, my team’s
journey, and my own journey as a person and as a professional. I have always believed
that every task performed with love has the power to transform us, and our work at
Samvedna is a proof of that.
However, as I begin to write this message today, my heart grows heavy with the loss
that the world has borne. In the past few months, the world has experienced immense
pain.
Samvedna also lost our dear Dr. Suresh Mishra. Dr. Mishra was our strongest pillar
and our biggest cheerleader. With a heart full of joy, and words of encouragement on
his lips, he could always fire up our spirits.
In these trying times, I urge you all to call forth fortitude, compassion, and humility to
rebuild our communities and ourselves. By allowing ourselves to reflect on the
certainty of loss, we can give ourselves the wonderful opportunity to love more deeply,
and make lasting impacts.
I want to take this opportunity to congratulate the Samvedna team for their creativity
and resilience, for standing tall in the face of challenges, and for remaining true to our
cause. I would also like to extend my gratitude to our board members, donors,
funders, and all our supporters for their guidance, conviction and their unparalleled
contribution to our work.
For a marginalized people like the Bedia, the situation is perilous. Living in remote
rural areas, plagued by systematic apathy, and affected by the loss of livelihood, they
are faced with multiple vulnerabilities that can alter the lives of an entire generation
of people.
As we face these challenges, I wish us strength and unbound courage; I wish us to
envision an equitable world together, and to constantly push ourselves towards it.
Best,
Dr Trupti Jhaveri Panchal
Chairperson, Samvedna
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Highlights
196 enrolments in Open School, Bhopal, and Village Schools
160 documents made and updated for connecting Bedia
community members to various welfare schemes being
implemented by State and Central Government Departments.
197 children connected to Digital Awareness and Financial
Literacy courses via the NIIT Foundation
75 children enrolled in Digital Learning Centers established
across 3 villages.
218 Bedia children participated in Nav Chintan, a series of 8
different competitions. 25 girls among 45 children who won
several competitions.
1682 masks, 600 soaps and 24 sanitizers (for children in 12
Education Aid classes) distributed in 12 villages across 5 districts
in Madhya Pradesh
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Bedia Community
The Bedia is a Denotified Community that is engaged in intergenerational
community-based commercial sexual exploitation. In the community, a 12 to 13year-old girl is commercially sexually exploited to earn money for supporting her
family. Most engage in prostitution and some are sold to work in dance bars in
cities.
Men in the community become pimps for the women in their families engaged in
commercial sex and young boys run errands – buying liquor and cigarettes – for
customers.
The community is doubly marginalized – discriminated against because of their
position in the caste hierarchy and stigmatized because of their traditional
‘occupation’.

Our Vision

Our Belief
The change that we wish to see in the Bedia community is deep and internal which
necessitates community participation and involvement. We believe that for these
changes to become sustainable, it is imperative for the community members to
feel ownership towards our initiatives. We thus emphasize on intensive
community participation and support the community members to act for their
own benefit.
The composition of our team, more than 40% of which is constituted by members
of the Bedia community, also ensures representation at every level of decision
making.
Our programs rely heavily on intramural ‘agents of change’ – Bedia youth who
wish to change their social realities – and we are committed to supporting their
initiatives by linking them to education and alternative means of livelihood
generation.

Samvedna believes in neither the abolitionist nor the neo-regulationist views on
prostitution – we choose to maintain our stance against caste-based commercial
sexual exploitation of women and children. Samvedna works towards a violencefree, equitable, and just society for women and children where they have equal
access to opportunities to reach their full potential, and their human rights and
dignity are upheld.
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Our Strategy
Bedia Community
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Youth and
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Children
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Our Response to Covid-19
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How We Changed
The COVID-19 pandemic plummeted us all into unforeseeable circumstances. The
pandemic disturbed our strategies and ways of connecting with people, which
often depend on conducting community meetings and in-person interactions. As
professionals working with a historically marginalized population, it was crucial
for us to develop effective program implementation and awareness building
strategies to prevent the corona virus from reaching and spreading in our villages.
To cope with the situation, we quickly adapted ourselves to the changed
circumstances. We prioritized connecting with each other and with members of
our on-field team to understand the situation of community members and
children in the villages, and planned our activities accordingly. We conducted
capacity building sessions with the members of our team to equip them with skills
to attend and conduct online meetings, distributed masks, sanitizers, and soaps in
the villages, worked with government departments to conduct health screening of
people returning to their villages, and conducted online workshops for children
among others.
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Our Response
AWARENESS
Members of the Bedia community acted proactively to bar the entry of outsiders
into their villages to prevent the spread of the corona virus in their community.
Also, senior members of the community took up awareness building activities of
their own volition and asked fellow-community members to follow COVID-19
precautionary protocol.
Samvedna complemented their efforts by creating village level WhatsApp groups
to combat the spread of misinformation, and share verified facts from vetted
sources.
Our team members painted walls in community spaces with messages
encouraging people to maintain hygiene, wear masks, and maintain physical
distance.
Further, members of our team also displayed ‘Corona Updates’ in their villages
that was updated daily to show the total number of cases, number of active cases,
number of people who have recovered, and number of people who died because of
the virus in India, in Madhya Pradesh, and in their district.
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Our Response
RATION DISTIBUTION

Our Response
ONLINE ENGAGEMENT WITH CHILDREN

Samvedna field team conducted
surveys to assess the situation of
Bedia families in villages. Families
that were faced with the possibility
of a food shortage were identified
and ration kits were distributed
amongst them.
Samvedna reached out to 200
families in 11 villages across 5
districts of Madhya Pradesh with
these dry ration kits in June 2020.

The nationwide lockdowns imposed due to the Covid-19 pandemic and restrictions
placed on in-person meetings and interactions necessitated finding new ways of
connecting with children. This was crucial to maintain the connection that we
have with children. We also aimed to reassure the children that there were
different ways of reaching out to us or to their friends and teachers even when
physically meeting was not possible.
Samvedna team members conducted online workshops with the children on
various themes during this time – we learnt how to make reusable cloth masks,
about healthy relationships, video-making, getting acquainted with internet, and
understanding basics of banking.

Samvedna
team
members
coordinated with Gram Panchayats
coordinated with the Public
Distribution System to ensure that
500 Bedia households receive food
grains and with the Integrated Child
Development Services to ensure
that more than 300 Bedia children
received the Take Home Ration.
HEALTH SCREENING
Samvedna
team
members
coordinated with Gram Panchayats
to initiate disinfection process in 6
villages and health screenings of 30
people returning to their villages.
Further, we distributed 1682 masks,
soaps, and sanitizers for children in
16 villages across 5 districts in
Madhya Pradesh.
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Virtual Mask-making workshop
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Our Response
NAV CHINTAN
Nav Chintan was a series of eight different types of competitions that was born
out of the need to re-connect children with Samvedna and to motivate them to
engage with and understand the circumstances that have been brought by the
pandemic.
The competitions included essay-writing, drawing, poster-making, and videomaking. The topics of the competitions were centered on the pandemic and
required children to critically engage with the situation and analyze its impact on
the lives of people, and express their views via different media of communication.
The various competitions saw the participation of 218 Bedia children while 45
children stood as winners, 25 of whom were girls. Different competitions allowed
group and individual entries.
The various competitions saw the participation of 218 Bedia children while 45
children stood as winners, 25 of whom were girls. Different competitions allowed
group and individual entries.

DIGITAL LEARNING CENTRES
The Covid-19 pandemic has forced us to think of newer ways of connecting, and
working. Children’s education has been vastly impacted by the pandemic. With
schools having remained shut for an entire academic year, children’s schooling has
suffered. The situation has also shone light on India’s divided access to technology
– the divide between urban/rural, privileged/underserved, girls/boys and
men/women has been made stark.
Samvedna’s efforts have been dedicated to shrinking this gap. In the year 2020,
we established 3 digital learning centers in our project villages in the Bhopal, and
Raisen districts. 75 children are enrolled in courses certified by the NIIT
Foundation. The Centers are facilitated by members of the Bedia community who
have received training from the NIIT Foundation.
2020
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Number of children enrolled in the Digital Learning Centers

The competitions provided
children with an opportunity
to understand and interpret a
world phenomenon that all
of us are living through – a
chance that they might not
have had otherwise. Through
the competitions, children,
both boys and girls, could
come together and work in
teams. Further, through
children, Samvedna could
reach more and more Bedia
families living in remote
villages and convey the
importance of simple habits
like wearing masks, regularly
washing ones hands and
maintaining general hygiene.
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Education
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Open School Admissions
Samvedna’s programs are firmly rooted in the belief that all children should have
access to education. Our initiative of connecting students who have dropped out of
the schools is thus an effort to reconnect children to education. As children from
the community are able to clear their board exams through the Madhya Pradesh
Open School, doors for many opportunities stand open to them. While many
students choose to continue further studies, some also opt for skill building and
vocational courses.

Udaan - Bhopal Education Program
Udaan, one of the most successful programs of Samvedna, aims to facilitate the
education of vulnerable Bedia children in the Bhopal city. Often, due to the
inaccessibility of middle and high schools, and the prevalent apathy towards
education, many Bedia children drop out of schools, which makes them
vulnerable to exploitation.
Under the program, children are enrolled in government schools and hostels in
the city. In the academic year 2019-20, 60 Bedia children from across 13 villages in 5
districts of Madhya Pradesh were enrolled in various schools across the city.
However, the COVID-19 pandemic changed the way education systems functioned
– schools and hostels remained shut, and classes commenced virtually; we were
compelled to reimagine Udaan.
During this time, Samvedna focussed on connecting children to virtual classes,
and facilitating the process of their examination. Through regular home visits and
interactions, we also tried to mitigate parents’ concerns about their children’s,
especially girls’, use of cell phones. Further, parents were also sensitized about
balancing their expectation from their children to engage in household chores and
allowing their children to commit maximum time to their studies.
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Lakshya - Higher Education Program
Program Lakshya is an extension of Samvedna’s programs Pankh and Udaan.
Lakshya aims to connect Bedia students to career-oriented higher education.
Lakshya is rooted in our belief that children and youth of the Bedia community
can change its future. We believe that it is only through education and an
alternative source of livelihood that this vicious cycle of caste-based prostitution
can be broken. Thus, Lakshya helps lay the foundation of a dignified life by
connecting Bedia students to alternative sources of livelihood.

Stories of Success
SUNITA
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My name is Sunita and I’m a
resident of the Rajgarh
district in Madhya Pradesh. I
have 5 sisters and 2 brothers.
I belong to the Bedia
community and my family’s
financial condition is poor. I
always wanted to study but
feared that I’ll have to
discontinue after completing
12th standard.
Our village Educator told my
parents about Samvedna’s
Udaan program but they
were apprehensive about
sending me alone to Bhopal.
With the help of the
Educator, my elder brother
convinced my parents and I
came to the city when I was in
class 12. The organization
enrolled me in a government
school and hostel in the city.

In Bhopal, I participated in many extra-curricular activities, received coaching, and
also learnt how to travel alone in buses! Earlier I used to be dependent either on
my father or brother for going from one place to the other but now I could take a
bus and travel on my own! It was the best feeling!
Currently, as a part of Samvedna’s Lakshya program, I’m pursuing my Bachelor’s
degree in Nursing in Bhopal. I’m able to pursue my education away from home
owing to the support that Samvedna continues to provide to me. Whenever I face
any hurdles related to education, be it my stationary requirements or scholarship
form submissions, Samvedna helps me through it.
Without the organization’s support, I wouldn’t have been able to study this far –
I’d have been at home with my family worrying about my education. Samvedna is
especially beneficial for children like me. I want to express my gratitude towards
Samvedna. I pray that more and more children from the Bedia community draw
inspiration from the organization’s work and pursue their studies.
RAJEEV

My name is Rajeev. I am a first year Bachelors of Technology student. Samvedna
has immensely supported me through my journey. I studied in my village in the
Vidisha district until class 10. There was no school beyond that in my village and
the prospects of me continuing my education seemed bleak.
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In Pictures...

Stories of Success
I was heartened when our Educator suggested that I can pursue my higher
education in Bhopal. I spoke to the Bhopal team of Samvedna when they were
visiting the village. They listened to me patiently and explained how they can help
me enrol in a government school and hostel in Bhopal. They also told me about
the various professional courses that I could opt for after completing my
schooling.
I was excited! Imagining myself in a school in the city, living with friends in a
hostel and being able to go to college in Bhopal was thrilling! I spoke to my
parents about it but they refused. They were concerned about sending me away to
a village on my own.
I called the sir from Samvedna with
whom I had spoken and asked him
to talk to my family members. The
next time he visited our village, he
and our village Educator met with
my parents and assured them that I
will be taken care of.
My parents finally agreed to send
my younger brother and me to the
city! I became popular among my
friends in my village. My dream of
coming to the city and living in a
hostel with friends was fulfilled. I
had so much fun every day! I
especially enjoyed our Sunday
outings where all of went for picnics
to parks and museums. There was
never a dull moment in Bhopal!
In the city, Samvedna supported us in every way; from academics to our health
concerns Samvedna stood by us. I am now pursuing Engineering from a college in
the city under Samvedna’s Lakshya program. I am sure that with Samvedna’s
support, I, and other children like me, will be able to reach our lakshya too!
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Livelihood
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Jatan - Samvedna's Livelihood Initiative
SEWING CENTER
Samvedna has been working with the men and women of the Bedia community
with an aim to promote alternative livelihood strategies in the community. This
endeavor has also been aimed at creating space for Bedia community members to
reconstruct their identities negotiate a professional space for themselves.
To this effect, Samvedna started working with the State Rural Livelihood Mission
in the Nateran block of the Vidisha district. The officials at the MPSRLM Office
explained the working of women’s self-help groups, the benefits that members of
these groups can avail, and the livelihood opportunities that the women can
access. After the meeting, Samvedna representatives relayed the information
received to the women of two villages in the Nateran block.
While the women were excited about the prospects that the Self-help Group
presented, they were also apprehensive about the technicalities and the groups’
working – even though women were used to managing household expenses,
maintaining a savings log and depositing money in a bank account were new
processes for them.

To quell their curiosity and answer all their queries, officials from the MPSRLM
conducted a meeting in which 50 women from both the villages participated.
Consequently, 4 SHGs were formed in the two villages and a president and vicepresident were elected in every group.
Following the registration, bank accounts were opened for the SHGs.
Every group, comprised of 12-13 women, has decided to meet once every week. In
the meeting, the women collect the money that they have saved in the week and
give it to the president of their group who then deposits the amount in the group’s
bank account.
Women in the SHG expressed their
interest in starting tailoring as a
livelihood option. Names and details of
6 women were shared with the
Livelihood Mission and the proposal
for starting a sewing centre in the
village was accepted. To begin the
work, 2 SHGs were given rupees four
lakh and cloth for stitching school
uniforms.
Following the opening of the bank
account, Samvedna representatives
worked with the Livelihood Mission
officials to ensure that the groups
received the Revolving Fund (RF)
amount of rupees twelve thousand.
Women used the amount for internal
lending to fulfil their needs and
worked to cultivate a habit of regular
saving.
The sewing centre was inaugurated in the village after and the women
commenced their work. 995 uniforms for 18 schools were stitched by the women.
After the successful completion of their first order, the women received another
order of 995 uniforms for 18 schools. Along with the stitching the uniforms, some
women also sewed buttons, and ironed and packed the uniforms.
The women have also received remuneration for their work.
The engagement of women with the Rural Livelihood Mission via Self-help Groups
has given an impetus to women’s initiatives in the village.
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GOAT REARING INITIATIVE
A study conducted by Samvedna in 20 villages across 5 districts in Madhya Pradesh
in December 2019 found that of 3652 people surveyed, only 3.61% had completed
their education up to class 10. Further, only 2.27% people had completed their
education up to class 12.
Lack of income security and a consequent lack of resources were cited as one of the
reasons for the high dropout rate prevalent in the community. Further, a lack of
employment opportunities for youth is also cited as one of the reasons behind the
community’s disinclination towards education.
Loss of jobs due to the pandemic further compounded vulnerabilities. With
increasing debt and uncertainty looming large, children’s vulnerability of
engaging in commercial sex-based economy also increased.
This deteriorating situation necessitated the introduction of a livelihood initiative
that would give members of the community assurance about their future.

This money was not transferred as financial aid to the families but as loan. The
families were expected to return rupees twenty thousand in ten instalments of
rupees two thousand each, beginning from three months after initially receiving
the amount. Five thousand rupees was given as a grant to the families. Further,
the families were expected to educate their children and ensure that the
attendance of their children is maintained at 75% in their school/college, that they
will not allow their children to engage in any form of child labour activities
including commercial sex and/or rai dancing.
With the money that the initial set of
beneficiaries returned, we were able to
add another 2 beneficiaries.
The Goat Rearing initiative has been a
ray of hope for the members of the
community. The quick and tangible
returns that goats offer are a big
motivation for the community members
to adopt the activity for long-term
income generation.

Thus, after having discussions with different stakeholders, Samvedna commenced
a Goat Rearing initiative with 22 beneficiaries across 9 villages in 5 districts of
Madhya Pradesh. Each beneficiary family was provided with an assistance of
rupees twenty five thousand to purchase a unit of 5 goats, comprised of four
female goats and one male goats.
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Our Gratitude
We express our heartfelt gratitude to Child Rights and You (CRY), and the
National Institute of Social Defence for their financial support;
And to all our individual donors – Mr Rajesh Singh, Mr Archit Kanan, Mr Ashit
Doshi, Ms Nisha, Ms Pankhi Shah, Ms Honey Dave, Mr Nishit Jhaveri, Ms Kokila
Khaveri, Mr Sunil Pathare, Ms Shruti Shah, and Mr Parag Harshad Shroff.
Our gratitude also goes out to our loudest cheerleaders, Dr Shefali Jhaveri, Mr
Reto Seeholzer, and Mr Yogesh Patel for their words of wisdom, encouragement,
and incessant love and support.
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